rigid plastic packaging systems

April 30, 2010

JimTimmersman
Power Supply Industries
201 Southwest Sun Valley Circle
Fenton, MO 63026
Subject: Letter of Recommendation
Dear Jim:
The upgraded system is presently exceeding our expectations in saving electrical energy
through installation of 7600 gallons of compressed air storage in conjunction with utilizing PSI's
compressed air management control system. We are also experiencing some side benefits
due to running the compressors at a more constant load which is evidenced by reduced
compressor maintenance and upkeep.
Like wise our compressor room is much quieter since the compressors are not wildly swinging
in RPM as they did previously. The work was done in a professional, high quality workmanship
like manner. Schedule was consistent with plan and interruptions to our operations were held
to a minimum.
Our local utility company (KCPL) has awarded us with the maximum rebate they offer which is
$42K deducted from our monthly bill. Additionally, our electrical utility bills have been impacted
with savings of approximately $40,000 annually.
We are very happy and would recommend PSI to anyone looking to save energy through
improvements to their compressed air system.
Best Regards,
Lou O'Neal

Lou O’Neal, PMP
Facilities Manager
816-246-6100
loneal@polytainersinc.com

Polytainers, Inc. 1400 N.E. Douglas Street Lee’s Summit, MO 64086 Tel: (816) 246-6100 Fax: (816) 246-4897

Power Supply Industries

January 7, 2003

201 Sun Valley Circle
Fenton, Missouri 63026-4664

Jim Timmersman,
I would like to thank you for your hard work on our compressed air system project.
Although there were some roadblocks along the way (some imposed by me while others
were unforeseen), the project has proven itself in Kilowatt savings.
Before we began the system modification, we ran all of our compressors at full tilt to
compensate for peaks in the air demand. This generally meant running compressors
around the clock to barely meet demands. However, the sequencers have allowed us to
improve air availability within the plant while taking horsepower off-line.
We have reduced our overall horsepower needs by approximately 400hp (38%), and
system pressure by nearly 15 pounds. Needless to say, this equates to immense Kw
savings when talking about a facility of about a million square feet. Early estimates show
a reduction in energy costs of at least $150,000 per year.
Once again, thank you for your patience and determination during this project. I look
forward to working with PSI and Gardner-Denver in the future.

Brian McCallister

Brian McCallister
Facilities and Maintenance Manager
Rubbermaid COP
Jackson, Missouri

Frito-Lay, Inc.
July 29, 2003
Mr. Jim Timmersman
Power Supply Industries
201 Sun Valley Circle
Fenton, MO 65202
Jim:
In July 2001, PSI completed a compressed air improvement project at the Columbia, MO Quaker Oats /
Frito-Lay plant. The intent of this project was to improve the overall reliability of the compressed air
system and provide cost savings due to improvements in the compressed air delivery system.
Through the course of this project, the following improvements were made:
-

12,000 gallon supply side receiver installed
Gardner-Denver 200 HP variable displacement trim compressor installed
Compressor sequencer installed
Demand expander installed
External air coolers installed

As a result of this project, the following qualitative and quantitative improvements were realised:
-

-

Demand air pressure was improved from an unstable 100 ñ 115 psi delivery to the plant to a very
steady 85 psi. Our goal is to reduce that to 80 psi in the next year.
Supply side air pressure has been able to be reduced to 99 psi over the past two years. Originally this
was set at 107 psi. Previous to the demand expander it was not possible to have a supply side air
reserve.
The 200 HP trim air compressor and sequencer have allowed the trim compressor to run the plant
during low air use periods (weekends, etc.) more efficiently than having to use one of the 450 HP
compressors. The sequencer has allowed for reduced HP usage at certain times due to the ability to
automatically shut off one of the 450 HP machines and start the 200 HP unit in itís place.
The overall reliability of all of the compressors has been improved. In previous summers the air
compressors would fault on high air end temperature due to insufficient oil cooling. With the use of
the external air coolers and some piping modifications, we have not had a high discharge temperature
fault in two summers despite outside air temps of above 100 degrees F.

The result of the above stated improvements we estimate at approximately $150,000 - $175,000 annually
in utility savings and repair costs.
Please feel free to contact me with any further questions. Frito-Lay, Columbia is looking forward to the
opportunity to participate in the U.S. Department of Energy Compressed Air Challenge.
Sincerely,
Eric L. Jogun
Technical Manager
4501 Paris Road ● Columbia, Missouri 65202 ● (573) 474 - 5309

®
December 12, 2002
Power Supply Industries
201 Sun Valley Circle
Fenton, Missouri 63026
Attention: Jim Timmersman
Dear Jim,
The system is presently exceeding our expectations by shutting off between 700 and 1100 HP (our cost
projections were all based on taking 400 HP off-line)!
We have also started reducing the plant pressure set point based on the low variation (+/- 0.2 PSIG) inhouse air delivered by your system. We are currently at 102.8 PSIG and hope to get down to 100 PSIG
within the next couple of weeks. To say the least we are VERY happy customers.
I have also approved all invoices for final payment.
Have a great day!

Jason Jacobson
Facilities Engineering
Columbia, Missouri

